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On 05/01/86 at approximately 2138 CST, with the plant in a refueling outage, a
full Reactor Protection System (RPS) logic actuation occurred while plant
personnel were performing a surveillance procedure. The procedure requires
input of a one-half logic actuation signal to the "A" RPS channel. Following
the signal input, an unexpected full RPS logic actuation on scram discharge
volume high level occurred.

The scram discharge volume header filled, because the scram inlet and outlet
valves opened while the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves closed.
These valve actuations resulted from the backup scram valve er.ergizing and
bleeding off air pressure. The backup scram valve energized from the
anticipated logic signal to the "A" RPS channel and the closure of auxiliary
contacts 3 and 4 of the "B" channel scram relay (1C71-K14D). These contacts
were closed due to a broken molded bakelite actuating lever. The failure
appears to be the result of damage incurred during original manuf acture.
Prior to 1/30/86, the relay was installed during the ref ueling outage.

The 1C71-K14D relay was replaced and satisfactorily tested on 5/2/86.
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A. REQUIREMENT FOR REPORT

This report is required by 10CFR 50.72(a)(2)(iv), because an
automatic actuation of the Reactor Protection System (RPS)

occurred.

B. UNIT (s) STATUS AT TIME OF EVENT

On 05/01/86 at approximately 2138 CST, the plant was in the
refuel mode with fuel in the vessel. Unit I has been shutdown
for refueling since the end of 11/85.

C. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On 5/1/86 at approximately 0900 CST, plant personnel performed
surveillance procedure 34SV-C11-001-1S (Scram Discharge Volume
Isolation Valve FT&C) which, as part of the procedure, checks the
operation of the backup scram valves. One backup scram valve
(IC11-F110A) did not respond as expected. Plant personnel
investigated and found that a fuse (IC71-F21A) was missing from
the logic circuit. The missing fuse prevented the backup scram
valve from energizing. The fuse was replaced and the
surveillance procedure was performed satisfactorily.

|

| On the same day, at approximately 2100 CST, plant personnel

| performed surveillance procedure 34SV-C51-002-lS (APRM Instrument
| FT&C). Plant personnel anticipated an 'A' channel RPS logic

| actuation. When the one-half logic signal was input, an

| unexpected full RPS logic actuation occurred.

D. CAUSE OF EVENT

| An investigation determined that the full RPS actuation was
! caused by the following:

|
| 1. An anticipated RPS logic signal in the "A" RPS channel and
| closure of auxiliary contacts 3 and 4 of the "B" RPS

channel scram relay (1C71-K14D) resulted in energ ization
| of backup scram valve IC11-F110A.

2. When the backup scram valve energized, the air on the
scram air header started bleeding off.

3. As the air bled off the air header, full insertion
hydraulic control unit pressure was felt on the already
inserted control rods (all), and the scram discharge
volume started filling.

4. When the scram discharge volume filled, it actuated bothj
RPS logic channels on scram discharge volume high level.
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Further investigation into the cause of the closure of the "B"
RPS channel scram relay (lC71-K14D) auxiliary contacts 3 and 4
determined that the closure was due to a broken molded bakelite
actuating lever. The failure appears to be the result of damage
incurred during original manufacture. Plant personnel determined
that the relay was installed during the most recent outage at
some time before 1/30/86 by procedure 42SP-DCT-164-lS
(Installation of Scram Relays for DCR 85-54). The relay is part

of the RPS (EIIS Code JC).

As part of the investigation, the following historical
information was noted.

On 1/31/86 at approximately 1107 CDT, plant personnel performed
procedure 34SV-C71-004-1S (Reactor Manual Scram Functional Test)
which requires the input of a one-half logic signal to the "A"
RPS channel. When the one-half logic signal was input, an
unexpected full RPS actuation occurred. A deficiency report was
written to document the above condition.

Plant personnel investigated the anomalous response by repeating
the procedure on 2/19/86. However, the response did not occur
again. Plant personnel investigated other causes for the full
RPS logic actuation and concluded that it was caused by the
isolation of the instrument air to the scram discharge vent and
drain valves, as well as to the scram inlet and outlet valves.
The instrument air isolation was part of the scram discharge
volume hydrostatic test which occurred during approximately the
same time frame the procedure was originally performed.

The results of the investigation were used in the reportability
analysis performed as part of the initial deficiency report
review. Since the hydrostatic testing of the scram discharge
volume was a preplanned sequence, and the loss of instrument air
to the scram inlet and outlet valves will result in a reactor
scram but is not an input to the logic of RPS, the event was
evaluated as nonreportable. Corrective action for the deficiency
report was evaluated as satisfactory to prevent recurrence, since
the event could not be recreated and the scram discharge volume
hydrostatic testing is not perf ormed routinely.
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E. ANALYSIS OF EVENT

The following is concluded from the above data:

1. The initial reportability evaluation for the 1/86 event was
incorrectly performed. This occurred, because it was not
clear to the evaluators, based on the information available -

to them at that time, that the minimum RPS logic activated.
This conclusion was reached, because the initiating event was
originally believed to be the loss of instrument air which
resulted from the performance of a hydrostatic test cf the
scram discharge volume header. The error in reportability
determination is believed to be an isolated case.

2. Tne RPS actuations of 1/86 and 5/86 have the same root
cause. The cause was an anticipated one-half RPS logic
system actuation signal in the "A" RPS channel combined with
the failure of the actuating lever which allowed auxiliary
contacts 3 and 4 to close in the "B" RPS channel.

3. The removal of the fuse occurted between 1/31/86 and
2/19/86. This is based on the dates surveillance procedures
were performed, found unacceptable (by resulting in anomalous
plant responses), re-perf ormed, and then found acceptable.

4. The removal of the fuse did not impair the ability of the RPS
to carry out its safety function. The backup scram solenoid
valves are not part of the RPS logic train. They are
DC-powered "alves installed for redundancy and diversity.
Their failure to act would not have disabled the RPS
system. Additionally, no credit is taken for these valves or
their performance in the FSAR safety analyses.

5. The missing fuse and f ailed contacts were discovered as part
of the scheduled pre-startup surveillance testing program.
While the missing fuse was found first, the failed auxiliary
contacts were discovered on the next RPS-related
surveillance. The in-place administrative controls
functioned properly to find the missing fuse and to ensure
the proper operability of the IC71-K14D relay.
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6. This event would not have had greater consequences had the
unit been at power. The RPS was still functional. If DC

power or instrument air were lost, the backup scram valve
would have functioned to allow a reactor scram to occur.

7. The IC71-K14D auxiliary contacts failed in their fail-safe
condition, as designed. This event would not adversely
affect plant safety or the health and safety of the public in
any of the plant's operating modes.

F. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The IC71-K14D relay was replaced and satisfactorily functionally
tested on 5/02/86.

G. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. FAILED COMPONENT (s) IDENTIFICATION

Plant Master Parts List (MPL) IC71-K14D, General Electric

| Model CR305D100AAM
i

2. PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS

None.
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Georgia Pow:t Company, ' 333 Piedmont Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
T:lephone 404 5264526

Mailing Address:.

Fbst Office Box 4545
Atlanta, Georgia 30302

Georgia Power
L T. Gucwa (twa southern electic sptem

Manager Nuclear Safety
and Licensing

0166C

June 2,1986

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attached is Licensee Event Report 50-321/1986-021. This report meets the
reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv).

Sincerely,

0% rh /w
L. T. Gucwa

EBS/lc

Enclosure

c: Georgia Power Company Nuclear Regulatory Conmission
Mr.t. P. O'Reilly Dr. J. N. Grace, Regional Administrator
Mr. J. T. Beckham, Jr. Senior Resident Inspector
Mr. H. C. Nix, Jr.
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